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Abstract 
Automated extraction of phenotypic and metabolic characters from microbial taxonomic descriptions 
will benefit biology research and study. In this poster, we describe a Microbial Phenomics Information 
Extractor (MicroPIE) system, which takes taxonomic descriptions in XML files as input and extracts 57 
types of microbial characters. The main extraction steps are :1) splitting paragraphs into sentences; 2) 
predicting the characters described in the sentences by using automated classifiers; 3) extracting 
character values from the sentences by applying a variety of methods, such as Regular Expression 
Rule, Term Matching, and Unsupervised Semantic Parsing. Parts of the system have been 
implemented and optimized for better performance. Results on optimizing the sentence classifiers 
show that SVM (Support Vector Machine) achieved better performance over the Naive Bayes classifier 
when the problem of unbalanced training instances was resolved by controlling the ratio of positive 
sentences over negative sentences. 
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1 Introduction 
Describing species has long been a basic and essential component to study biodiversity and evolution. 
Scientists have published detailed descriptions of organisms for centuries, amassing a rich legacy of 
taxonomic literature that includes descriptions of phenotypic characters (i.e., the traits of an organism, 
such as shape, size, and growth conditions) of millions of species. These character descriptions have 
become important materials for biology education and research. To better utilize the accumulating 
knowledge, the character information needs to be extracted and put in a structured format, such as taxon-
by-character matrices, which are in tabular format with rows for taxa and columns for characters). 
However, it’s tedious and time-consuming to collect and annotate phenotypic character values manually. 
In the NSF-funded Next Generation Phenomics Project, we were charged to develop a software 
application (including the related information extraction algorithms) to extract character information from 
published taxonomic descriptions of micro organisms. In this poster, we describe our progress on the 
development of this software application called Microbial Phenomics Information Extractor (MicroPIE). 
2 MicroPIE System Design 
2.1 The format of taxonomic descriptions 
The input of the system are microbial taxonomic descriptions, which can be obtained from published 
articles or books. To standardize the input format, the taxonomic descriptions are transformed into an 
XML format with elements such as taxon name, description, and source information.  
2.2 Characters to be extracted 
The characters to be extracted were defined by microbiologists based on their domain knowledge and by 
topic analysis on taxonomic descriptions using Latent Semantic Analysis (Wild, 2014). In the end, 9 
categories holding 57 characters were identified as the extraction target. 
2.3 Extraction process 
The system takes the XML description text as input and generates a taxon-by-character matrix as output. 
The main steps of the extraction process are shown in Figure 1.  
(1) Sentence splitting. Taxonomic description paragraphs are parsed from XML input files and then 
are split into sentences using Stanford Parser (Manning et al., 2014). Some sentences contain 
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multiple clauses describing different characters. To further split these complex sentences, a 
clause splitter, ClausIE (Del Corro & Gemulla, 2013), is applied to improve extraction 
performance. 
(2) Sentence classification. For each character, a supervised text classifier, SVM (Cortes & Vapnik, 
1995), was trained using sentences/clauses from microbiology taxonomic descriptions provided 
by microbiological experts and labelled with character names. The trained classifiers are stored in 
the system and used to predict the classifications of a new sentence.  After the characters within 
a sentence are determined by the sentence classifier, the sentence will be passed into 
appropriate character extractors to extract the values. 
(3) Character extraction. Each of the 57 characters is associated with a character extractor. Three 
techniques are designed to extract values. First, regular expressions are used to extract 
characters with clear lexical/syntax clues; for example, the pH value suitable for bacteria to grow 
can be extracted from the sentence “Grows at pH 8”. Second, term matching utilizes extensive 
term lists created by a microbiologist to extract desired values. The last method used is 
Unsupervised Semantic Parsing (Poon & Domingos, 2009), which groups together varied 
syntactic expressions sharing a similar meaning. It can be used to extract character values 
associated with a set of seed expressions. It should be noted that different characters can share 
the same extractor.  
 
 
Figure 1. System work flow of MicroPIE 
2.4 Taxon-by-character matrix 
Taxon-by-character matrix has taxa as rows, characters as columns, and character values within each 
cell of the matrix. One such matrix is shown in Figure 2. Number signs (#) are used to separate multiple 
values for a character. 
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Figure 2. Part of a simplified taxon-by-character matrix of microbial taxa 
3 Optimizing Sentence Classifiers 
We have so far implemented the main process of the system and are in the process of evaluating and 
optimizing each step of the system described in Figure 1. The split sentences look appropriate to support 
the subsequent steps well. Sentence classifiers have already been trained to predict the characters 
contained in the sentences. The majority of the character extractors have been implemented and more 
are being developed. We report how we train and optimize sentence classifiers here. 
3.1 Training set 
From 9642 randomly sampled sentences from 625 comprehensively gathered taxonomic descriptions, 
20,126 training instances (one instance = one sentence + one label) were generated as one sentence 
may be labeled with zero or multiple characters. The number of training sentences ranges from less than 
ten for some characters to more than one thousand for other characters, because certain characters of 
microorganisms occur much less frequently than others. This presents an unbalanced training example 
issue (He & Garcia, 2009) for the classifiers.  
The unbalanced training examples create a greater problem for binary classifiers such as SVM, 
because rare characters will have few, positive sentence examples (often contains 10-1000 examples) 
relative to a very large, negative sentence set (often contains close to 20,000 examples). This 
unbalanced problem can be resolved by controlling the ratio of positive sentences over negative 
sentences as 1:r (where r is a tuning parameter taking values from 1.0 to 2.0 with steps of 0.1) by 
randomly sampling the negative sentences from the negative set in the training stage. 
3.2 Evaluation 
LibSVM classifiers (Chang & Lin, 2011) were compared against the baseline model, Weka NaiveBayes 
classifier (shorted as NB in this poster) (Hall et al., 2009). A 10-fold cross validation process was applied 
to evaluate the performance of classifiers in terms of accuracy and recall. The results are averaged over 
52 characters that have more than 10 training sentences. 
         
                                 
                
 
 
       
                                         
                          
 
Accuracy is used to measure the overall accuracy of the classifier. However,a high importance is 
placed on recall because high recall of positive sentences will benefit the subsequent character extraction 
step whereas an incorrect classification can have multiple negative consequences. For instance, if one 
sentence that describes character C1 is predicted as describing another character C2, the sentence will 
be passed into a wrong character extractor, resulting in a missing value in the final matrix for the 
character C1, and possibly a wrong value for the other character C2. Therefore, we strive to train the 
classifiers to reach both high accuracy and high recall. 
The classifiers that do not resolve the unbalanced training instances problem (marked as 
SVM+UB and NB+UB) are compared with the classifiers with positive/negative ratio controlled (marked as 
SVM and NB). The parameter r, taking values from 1.0 to 2.0 with a step of 0.1, was tested to find the 
optimal results for the SVM classifiers.  
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3.3 Results 
The optimal results for the SVM classifiers is with r set to 1.0. Figure 3 illustrates the performances of the 
classifiers when r = 1.0. It’s shown from the figure that the two groups of SVM classifiers had better 
performance than the two groups of NaïveBayes classifiers in terms of both accuracy and recall except 
for SVM+UB in terms of recall. The values of precision are nearly the same between SVM+UB and SVM, 
and between NB+UB and NB, showing controlled positive/negative ratio did not affect the overall 
accuracy of the classifiers. However, SVM+UB’s performance improved dramatically when controlling the 
ratio of positive sentences over negative sentences as 1:r, with r = 1.0, indicating the necessity of 
resolving the unbalanced training instance problem for the SVM classifier. The recall of SVM has reached 
up to 99.83%, ensuring the effectiveness of sentence classification to support the subsequent character 
extraction step. 
 
 
Figure 3. The performance of different classifiers 
4 Conclusion 
A comparison of SVM classifiers and NaiveBayes classifiers on the microbial description sentences 
suggests that NaïveBayes is the winner (33.14% vs. 93.33%). However, after applying the simple method 
of balancing training examples with 1/r, SVM outperforms NaiveBayes. Thus, we will use SVM with 
balanced training sets in the MicroPIE system and continue to evaluate and optimize the remaining 
components.  
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